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Morressier started with a simple observation
In the beginning

Morressier started with a simple observation: too many of the world’s earliest ideas were shared at conferences with no digitization or preservation of that scholarship for future use. How many posters were forgotten once the conference ended? How many insights went to waste?

The untapped potential of this content brought Morressier on a journey to bring greater transparency and efficiency to the research lifecycle. From a simple app for conference organizers, to a comprehensive workflow platform that embeds research integrity at every stage of the research lifecycle.

Today

Our work in academic conferences quickly revealed challenges with content management workflows both pre-conference and post-conference. By integrating research integrity checks into these segments, and digitizing them to be shared across the scholarly community, the quality of manuscripts and journals is vastly improved further downstream.

Today, Morressier protects integrity throughout the entire research lifecycle, defending publishing programs against fraud with sophisticated and efficient content management solutions for a range of content types.

Platform

Morressier brings flexibility to your technology operations, with the choice to strengthen integrity protection with embedded tools at every stage of the publishing workflow.

---

**Integrity Manager**

At every stage in workflows across the research lifecycle, you can verify author identities, protect against fraud, and prevent emerging threats to ensure security for your publishing program.

**Submission Manager**

Streamline submission and review processes at all points in the research lifecycle to save time and improve quality.

**EventManager**

Improve the impact of scholarly meetings with hybrid and in-person options to share emerging ideas and advance science quickly.

**Library Manager**

Diversify the scholarly record with a multiformat library that helps researchers discover and use early-stage research.

---

Morressier Protecting research integrity every step of the way
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Integrity Manager:
Protecting research integrity every step of the way
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Integrity Manager: Protecting research integrity every step of the way

The explosion of research content submissions has increased the stress on peer review workflows - already limited by outdated technology and manual steps. As the volume of research outpaces peer review capacity misconduct, errors, and retractions are on the rise.

“The number of retracted publications has grown from practically zero three decades ago to at least 1,970 items labeled as “retraction” in 2020.”
According to Taylor and Francis Online

Morressier protects integrity throughout the entire research lifecycle, defending publishing programs against fraud with sophisticated content management solutions. Our automated tools alleviate the burden for your editorial team while allowing your publishing process to constantly improve, evolve, and strengthen to ensure better integrity.

Deliver the highest quality content with embedded integrity checks at every stage of the research lifecycle.

**Integrity Protection**

**VERIFY**

Multi-source identity verification checks to separate bad actors from future leaders, strengthening peer review and author communities.

**PREVENT**

Industry-leading fraud detection systems to alert your team of potential infringements, defending your reputation against expensive retractions before they occur.

**PROTECT**

Integrity solutions at all points on the research lifecycle, allowing your publishing team to scale and diversify their outputs with confidence.
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KEY BENEFITS

**Data-driven**

**Powerful integrity dashboards**
The Morressier integrity dashboard provides a holistic view of submissions, making it easy to track the health of your research at the volume level. With a quick search, you can find the papers you need and identify any potential issues.

**Early warning**

**Stay ahead of misconduct**
Enhance your peer review process and make it impossible for misconduct to fall through the cracks with our automated integrity checks for AI-generated content, tortured phrases, citation manipulation, and the citing of retracted content.

**Maximize quality**

**Fast track to publication**
Our workflows make the peer review process intuitive by automating manual steps during peer review and adding integrity checks that save time for reviewers and editorial teams.

**Publishing confidence**

**Last minute validation**
Quickly review submissions one last time to avoid any mistakes with preflight manuscript checks. Simply create your criteria and automatically confirm whether a paper adheres to your publishing template and submission guidelines.

**Powerful integrations**

**A network of support**
We integrate our platform’s workflows with industry-leading plagiarism detectors like iThenticate, so you don’t have to make any sacrifices with our workflows.

**Prevent retractions**

**Complete integrity coverage**
Reduce the average cost per article by avoiding retractions with embedded integrity checks throughout the peer review workflow.
Submission Manager:

Collect, review, and share all your submissions, regardless of the format
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Submission Manager: Collect, review, and share all your submissions, regardless of the format

As more research gets published each year, workflows and the systems for evaluating and disseminating research must work more effectively. Morressier removes the bottlenecks in the peer review process. Using innovative technology, administrative burdens are eliminated with tools to easily find, assign, and contact reviewers. Workflows for reviewers and organizers are simplified with automated features, scalable solutions, and options to tailor workflows to specific needs.

Overburdened researchers:

20% of scientists undertook between 69% and 94% of reviews last year

Intuitive submission management tools accelerate workflows that are configurable to your team’s specifications.

**Submission Management Transformed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>END-TO-END SOLUTION</th>
<th>CONFIGURABLE WORKFLOWS</th>
<th>INTEGRITY PROTECTION</th>
<th>DATA-BACKED DECISIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remove multiple vendors by integrating abstract, poster, presentation, conferences and proceedings management into a single platform.</td>
<td>Reduce the administrative burdens of peer review with flexible options such as different peer review modes, customizable email messaging and branding, your specific T&amp;C, and more.</td>
<td>Scale publishing outputs with embedded integrity checks throughout the research lifecycle. Detect common forms of misconduct such as AI-Generated text and plagiarism.</td>
<td>Tap into data-driven insights that improve the user experience with 360° visibility of platform usage and data collection at every user interaction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**KEY BENEFITS**

**Smart solutions**

**Streamline peer review**
Automated solutions empower publishers by freeing up resources and enhancing the ability to review at scale. From auto-assigning reviewers to easily detecting rogue practices including citation manipulation and tortured phrases, Morressier provides research integrity protection at every step.

**Safeguard research**

**Protect your reputation**
By evaluating science earlier in the research lifecycle with automated integrity checks, Morressier minimizes retractions to protect your reputation, while also ensuring the highest quality research is published.

**Clear communication**

**Streamline information flow**
Workflows make the peer review process seamless with automatic reminders for upcoming submission deadlines and a dedicated Backoffice Communication Center to preview, personalize, and email reviewers. Every interaction, reminder, and decision happens in-platform to minimize delay.

**Smooth integrations**

**Harness industry-leading technologies**
Accelerate the research process and integrate your publishing infrastructure through cutting-edge tools that help reduce the burden of peer review by reducing providers to unify the flow of information.

**Exemplary experience**

**Understand user pain points**
360° visibility of platform usage to make the user experience more intuitive. Data-driven insights make researchers lives easier, simpler, and more efficient.

**Alleviate admin**

**Time-saving tools**
We’ve designed all our features to make the peer review process more efficient for everyone involved, from allowing subtopics for submissions to bulk importing reviewers. Morressier provides unique IDs for abstracts, posters, presentations, and proceedings that can be configured to ensure everyone understands the submission they are working on.
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Oversee your entire event lifecycle on a single platform
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Event Manager: Oversee your entire event lifecycle on a single platform

Gone are the days when conferences only took place in crowded halls, before critical conversations around the latest research ended as the event came to a close. The rise of hybrid events helped us reimagine the conference to create a space for debate, collaboration, and innovation that continues long after the event is over.

With configurable solutions and integrated infrastructure, we've given traditional idea-sharing an upgrade.

Keep attendees on the edge of their seats, wherever they are. Create engaging experiences for onsite and virtual attendees through virtual and in-person integration.

An End-to-End Conference Management Solution

**CONFERENCE MANAGEMENT**
- Host, set up, and manage every aspect of your event with comprehensive options to build your program, peer review content for integrity issues, and track sales performance.

**CONFERENCE ENGAGEMENT**
- Participants can explore event programs with robust search and filtering, join the virtual stage for discussions, or view and participate in submission Q&As.

**CONFERENCE NETWORKING**
- Help members make connections with advanced search capabilities, spark conversations using video calls or chat messages, or coordinate a 1-on-1 meeting with other attendees that fits their schedule.
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KEY BENEFITS

**Easy integrity**  
*Share high-quality findings with AI-enhanced tools*  
Ensure that your conference proceedings have gone through rigorous yet efficient evaluation methods with our embedded integrity checks. Save time without sacrificing quality.

**Increase impact**  
*Make your mark on the world*  
We make it possible for your members to use their findings to shape the future before the conference is even over. Capture and archive your proceedings, monitor analytics, and decide how you want to share with our flexible access models.

**Flexible formats**  
*Embrace the versatility of our platform*  
Whether you’d like to livestream your event, make it available on demand, or offer hybrid access we help you captivate your attendees from anywhere in the world.

**Strong support**  
*Reliable and scalable*  
Event Manager is designed for a smooth experience, combined with additional support available. We provide a virtual backstage for speakers unable to physically attend, troubleshoot and ensure everything runs according to plan.

**New revenue**  
*Build lasting relationships*  
Endless ways for your sponsors and exhibitors to showcase their brands. Help them interact with attendees to drive return on investment and attract new partnerships.

**Track Sales**  
*Improve sales performance*  
Monitor and adjust the scale of your event with a comprehensive sales dashboard to easily track ticket sales, revenue, and registrations.

Morressier  
Protecting research integrity every step of the way  
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Library Manager:
Let your community’s ideas flourish
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For years, conference content has typically been kept hidden, restricted to the walls of poster halls and only available for the duration of an event. While the scholarly community has traditionally focused on the published journal article, these pre-published findings warrant visibility to facilitate the advancement of scientific research.

Review time has grown from 85 days to 150 days in the last 10 years

“At Nature, the median review time has grown from 85 days to just above 150 days over the past decade, according to Himmelstein’s analysis, and at PLoS ONE it has risen from 37 to 125 days over roughly the same period.”

Morressier accelerates science by giving publishers and organizers the opportunity to safeguard their conference content and connect it to the entire research lifecycle. End-to-end workflows are integrity-driven, helping you stay ahead of the curve, rooting out errors and ethical lapses. Hit that publish button with the highest levels of confidence.
Showcase, curate, and manage access to your portfolio of research with our integrated content hosting platform.

### Integrated Library Solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTENT HOSTING PLATFORM</th>
<th>DISCOVERY TOOLS</th>
<th>MONETIZATION TESTING LAB</th>
<th>360° INTEGRITY PROTECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boost the value of conferences by seamlessly connecting research output to a dynamic digital repository that’s versatile enough to support multiple formats.</td>
<td>Science needs to be easy to find and share. Enable users to explore videos, presentations, and proceedings with rich discovery tools.</td>
<td>Explore new business models with options for content to be offered behind paywalls, including SSO and IP-based access. Automatically collect digital processing charges for content hosting.</td>
<td>Safeguard your community with our comprehensive integrity solutions. Take advantage of AI-enhanced fraud detection and robust author ID confirmation tools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Beyond conferences
Extend the lifespan of your early-stage research
Expand the reach of your content by boosting the visibility of your community’s ideas, so your members’ early insights become tomorrow’s breakthroughs.

Bold ideas
The power of global access
Through technology, Morressier democratizes access to research in order to drive innovation and discovery. When members gain access to a knowledge database of information, they learn from the world’s freshest ideas to spark further discoveries.

Come together
Harness the power of collaboration
Combine the innovation of a laboratory with the brilliance of collaboration. With chat and Q&A features connected to each document, our library serves as a “collaboratory” helping your members find connections.

Multimedia communication
Embrace new dissemination tools
Drive engagement, discussion, and excitement around early-stage research by communicating your findings in a variety of formats. From videos, manuscripts, data sets, abstracts, and posters, share your biggest and earliest insights.

Quality assured
A library built on trust
With built-in integrity checks, share your community’s most exciting discoveries as they’re being made while ensuring that they are of the highest standard of scientific integrity. Publish more, publish faster, without sacrificing quality.

Maximize efficiency
Manage content with ease
Morressier empowers content library administrators with a personalized backoffice. Optimize engagement levels with full control of the arrangement of sections, filters, and access controls within the library.
Contact

hello@morressier.com

Berlin Office
Invalidenstr. 5, 10115 Berlin,
Germany

Boston Office
125 High St,
United States